1. All vertical cells containing reinforcing steel shall be filled with grout. In addition, where 6" blocks are used all cells without vertical reinforcing steel shall be filled with grout to top of bond beam at midheight of wall.

2. The block wall courses and footings may be built parallel, with the street grade (17% max.) or stepped.

3. All walls shall be plumb.

4. Backfill shall be compacted to a minimum of 90%.

5. Footing shall be Class B concrete.

6. Concrete block shall be Grade A units, conforming to ASTM designation No. C90.

7. Reinforcing steel, grout mortar, and Class B concrete shall conform to the standard specifications.

8. Eliminate mortar in all vertical joints in first course above finish grade.

9. 1/4" open joints extending through the entire height of the block wall, shall be spaced at a maximum of 30".

10. Eliminate mid-height bond beam in walls where H>4' or less.